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1. Heuristic outline of proof. The preceding notes in this series have al-

ready appeared in these Transactions, f and will be cited as I, II, III, respec-

tively.

Here we shall consider isoperimetric problems with one side integral, in

the non-parametric form. A heuristic outline of the proof is as follows. We

seek to minimize the integral

(1.1) J\y] =   f   f(x,y,y)dx

in the class K of a.c. curves y=y(x) joining two fixed points (xa, yo) and

(X, F) and giving a fixed value y to the integral

(1.2) Ç[y] =   f   g(x,y,y)dx.

Under suitable conditions, we can use as minimizing sequence a sequence of

polygons n„: y = yn(x) such that J[yn] tends to its lower bound /x on the class

K and yn = Ç[yn] tends to y. Also we may assume that if sn is the number of

vertices of IIn, then IIn is a "best" polygon, in the sense that in the class of

polygons of not more than s„ vertices joining (x0, yo) to (X, F) and giving

the value yn to Ç[y], the polygon II„ minimizes J[y].

There are known conditions which must be satisfied by a curve C:

y=y(x), (xoSx-^X), which is of class D' and minimizes 7(C) on the class K.

For our purposes the statement of these conditions is more conveniently writ-

ten by passing to the parametric notation, by equation (1.1) of I. That is,

we write

* Presented to the Society, April 15, 1938; received by the editors October 29, 1937 and, in

revised form, February 16, 1938.

11. The Dresden corner condition, these Transactions, vol. 44 (1938), pp. 429-438; II. Existence

theorems for isoperimetric problems in the plane, ibid., pp. 439-453; III. Existence theorems for nonregu-

lar problems, these Transactions, vol. 45 (1939), pp. 151-171.
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Fiz, z') = Fiz«, z1, ■ ■ ■ , z", z<", ■■■ , z'')

= z°'/(z°, z1, • • • , z«, z^/z0', ■ ■ ■ , z«'/z*')

for z0' >0. Correspondingly we write C in the form z =z(í), (0 ^í ^ 1). Then it

is known that there are constants X and X0, not both zero, such that the

DuBois-Reymond relation holds:

(1.4) Hiizit), -z'it)) =  f  BJfi(t), z'it))dt + a,     i = 0, 1, • • • , q,

where P/=XoP—XG. If we suppose that C is a normal curve, so that Xof^O,

we can suppose X0 = l. Let t define a corner of C, and write f=z'(t—0),

f =z'(i+0). By the Dresden corner condition*

(1.5) aB(W, f, f) z o.

Also, from (1.4) we derive the Weierstrass-Erdman corner condition:

(1.6) Hiizit), p) = Hiizit), f), i = 0, 1, • • • ", q.

Of course we cannot expect the polygons IIn to satisfy these conditions.

Nevertheless, each IIn does minimize JiC) in a certain class of polygons with

ÇiC) = const., and it is therefore not unreasonable to hope that some ap-

proximate form of (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) is satisfied by each IIn.

Condition (1.6) can be written in a way which does not involve X0 and X.

We make the following definition :

(1.7) A set A of {nonzero) vectors is an approach set at z if the matrix

M    „    ^      /Fi(z, P) - Fiiz, r)\ .

\Gi(z, p) - Giiz, r)/

has rank less than 2 for each pair p, r of vectors belonging to A.

Then p and f belong to an approach set at z(t). For by (1.6) a linear com-

bination of the rows (X0 times the first row minus X times the second) van-

ishes. We shall shortly see that for a fairly large class of functions G each ap-

proach set A at z determines a pair of numbers X0 = 1 and X for which (1.6)

holds.

We now proceed to over-simplify the situation by proceeding as though

conditions (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) actually hold on each IIn. Furthermore, we

assume that at each point z each approach set contains at most two unit

vectors p, r, and î2h(z, p, r) ¿¿0. We suppose that the sequence zn(i) of func-

tions defining the polygons II„ converges uniformly to a limit function z0(¿) ;

* I, Theorem 2.
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this is not hard to bring about. Consider a particular value to of / and a

subsequence {nm} for which zm' (to)/\z¿ (t0)\ tends to a limit p. If {tm\ is

any sequence of points approaching t, then by (1.4) the difference

Hi(zm(tm), z¿ (tm)) - Hi(zm(to), zm' (to))

tends to zero as m—Kx>, since it is the integral of a bounded function over

an interval which is shrinking to zero. Hence as »»—>•<» the vector

Zn! (tm)/1 Zm (tm) |, if it converges to any limit, converges to a limit r for

which Hi(zo(to), r)=Hi(z0(to), p), (i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , q); that is, p and r belong

to an approach set at z0(to)- In other words, if we choose a small arc of IIm

corresponding to t near t0, each side of IIm has direction either near p or near r.

To be specific, we assume í2#(zo(¿o), P, r) <0. Then no side of IIm with direc-

tion near r can be followed by one with direction near p. For if this happened,

at such a corner t we would have ß#(zm(<), zm'(í—0), zm' (t+0)) near

fi/r(zo(/o), r, p), which is positive; and this contradicts (1.5). Therefore the

arc of IIm near z0(to) consists of a succession of sides with directions near p

followed by a succession of sides with directions near r. That is, the arc con-

sists of two subarcs, each almost liriear. This makes it highly plausible that

(as would certainly be the case if both subarcs were actually linear) the in-

tegrals of F and G along this arc of IIm tend, respectively, to the integrals of F

and G along the arc of z = z0(t) to which they tend. If this could be applied to

a succession of subarcs covering the whole range of t, it would follow that

J (Un) and Ç(Un) tended, respectively, to J(C0) and Ç(C0), and C0 would be

the solution sought.

This outline is, of course, over-simplified, and in order to make the proof

rigorous it is necessary to depart from it somewhat and add a mass of analyti-

cal details. Nevertheless the generalization (8.1) of the assumption that

Q.h(z, p, r) ¿¿O if p, r satisfy (1.7) is the vital essence of the proof.

Although we are here concerned with integrals in non-parametric form,

in the next paper we shall study integrals in parametric form by closely

similar methods. Therefore the lemmas of this paper will be so arranged as

to apply simultaneously to both forms of the problem. The chief differences

are caused by the requirement z°'>0 which occurs in studying non-paramet-

ric problems. Consequently I shall use the device of enclosing certain state-

ments in square brackets; these are needed if the lemma is understood as

applying to non-parametric problems, but should be disregarded for problems

in parametric form.

2. A property of approach sets. Let us suppose that we are given two" in-

tegrands F(z, z'), G(z, z') and two distinct fixed points Zi, z2 in the space of

points (z°, z1, ■ • • , zq). We make the following definition:
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(2.1) K is the class of all rectifiable curves C joining zx to z2, and K[Ç=l]

is the subclass of K consisting of those curves C of K for which Ç(C) =1.

[In case P and G arise from a non-parametric problem, we must restrict

our attention to curves representable in the form zi = zi(z°), (i = l, ■ ■ ■ , q).

In this case we define K as follows :

(2.2) K is the class of all curves having a.c. representations zi = zi(z°),

(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , q), and joining two fixed points zx, z2 with zx° <z2°. K[Ç=l] is the

subclass of K consisting of those curves C for which Ç(C) = /.

The points Zi, z2 will also be denoted by (x0, yo), (X, Y), respectively.]

The problem considered is that of minimizing J(C) on the class K[Ç=l].

[We shall now make a hypothesis in the nature of a continuity require-

ment on P and G.

(2.3) If, as »—>•«>, the points Zi,n, Zi.n, f<,n, and f ,-,„ all converge to a common

limit z, (¿ = 0, 1, ■ • • , q), the numbers 0,-,„ and 0¿,n tend to 0, (¿ = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , q),

pn tends to a vector p with p°>0, and r„ tends to a vector r with \r\ >0, and if

for each » the matrix

/FiiZi.n, fa)   - FiiZi,„, Pn)   +  6i,n\

\Giifi.n, rn)   -  Giifi.n, pn)  +  hJ

has rank less than 2, then r°>0.

Then the following lemma is immediate :

Lemma 1. If (2.3) holds and the sequences z¡,„, z¡,„, £<,„, j\-,„, 0,:,„, 9¿,„, p„, rn

satisfy the conditions of (2.3), then A(z, p, r) (c/ (1.7)) has rank less than 2.

For then all the functions in the matrix (2.4) are continuous at (z, p, r),

and the elements in the matrix tend, respectively, to the elements of the

matrix A(z, p, r).]

For problems in parametric form the analogue of Lemma 1 is trivial. It

is as follows :

Lemma 1'. If as n—»°° the points zi¡n, Zi.n, f<,n, and f,-,„ all converge to a

common limit z, (i = 0, 1, • • • , q), the numbers di¡n and ôjf„ tend to 0,

(i = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , q), and pn and rn tend to nonzero limit vectors p, r, and if for

each « the matrix (2.4) has rank less than two, then the matrix A(z, p, r) has rank

less than two.

This is an immediate consequence of the continuity of all the elements

of the matrix (2.4).

As is customary in isoperimetric problems, we are often interested in

linear combinations of the integrands P and G. In order to have a notation
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for such combinations we adopt the definition : For each number X,

(2.5) 77(z, z';\) = F(z, z') - \G(z, z').

When there is no danger of misunderstanding, we write 77(z, z') in place of

77(z,z';A).

Let us make the definition :

(2.6) G(z, r) is positive quasi-regular normal at z0 if &g(zo, p, r) >0 when-

ever \p\ >0 and rj^kp, (¿èO) [and p° and r° are positive]; Giz, r) is negative

quasi-regular normal at z0 if £a(zo, p, r) <0 whenever \p\ >0 andr^kp, (k^O)

[and p° and r° are positive]; G(z, r) is quasi-regular normal at z0 if it is positive

or negative quasi-regular normal at z0.

Then we state the following interesting useful property of approach sets:

Lemma 2. If G(z, r) is quasi-regular normal at z, and A is an approach set

at z, there is a number X(z, A) such that the function H(z, r) =H(z, r; \(z, A))

=F(z, r)—\(z, A)G(z, r) satisfies the equations

(2.7) 77,(z, p) = Hi(z, r), i = 0, 1, • ■ • , q,

for all p, r in A.

Since H(z, r) is positively homogeneous of degree zero in r, it is enough to

establish (2.7) for unit vectors in A. Moreover, it is enough to consider the

case in which G(z, r) is positive quasi-regular normal at z; if it is negative

quasi-regular normal at z, we replace it by —G(z, r).

Let Pi, p2, p% be any three distinct unit vectors in A. The relationship

ai[Gi(2, p3) - Gi(z, p2)] + a2[Gi(z, pi) - d(z, p3)]

+ a3[Gi(z, p2) - Gi(z, pi)] =0,        i = 0, 1, • • • , q,

obviously holds if ax = a2 = a3. We shall show that it holds for no other ai, a2, a3.

Suppose (2.8) holds. By a cyclic interchange of the subscripts 1, 2, 3, followed,

if necessary, by a change of sign of all three, we can bring about the relation-

ship ai^a2^a3. If we subtract a2 from each of the numbers ai} (2.8) remains

valid and assumes the form

(ai - a2) [Gi(z, p3) - Gi(z, p2) ]

+ (a3 - a2) [Gi(z, p2) - Gi(z, />,)]= 0, i = 0, • • • , q.

Now we multiply by p2* and sum over i = 0, • • • , q; this yields

(2.10) — (ai — a2)6G(z, p3, ps) + (a3 — a2)Eo(z, pi, p2) =0.

But — (ai—a2) and (a3—as) are nonnegative, and their coefficients are posi-

tive ; so this is only possible if ai — a2 = a3 — a2 = 0.
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Given any two distinct unit vectors p, r of A, the matrix A(z, p, r) is (by

definition of .4) of rank 0 or 1. Since its second row is not 0, its first row is a

number \(j>, r) times the second. From the form of A it is clear that \ip, r)

=X(r, p). We must show that X(/>, r) has the same value for all p, r in A.

If A contains only two distinct unit vectors p, r, this is at once evident from

the equation X(/>, r)=X(r, p). It remains to establish the formula in case A

contains more than two distinct unit vectors. To do this it is sufficient to

show (with above notation) that \ij>x, £s)=X(/>i, p2). For then if we fix px

and p29¿px, X(£i, p3) has the same value for all unit vectors p3 in A. That is,

X(j»i, r) is independent of its second argument. Since \(p, r) =X(r, p), it is

also independent of its first argument, and has only one value.

Suppose then that px, p2, and p3 are distinct unit vectors in A. By defini-

tion of X(/>, r) we have

Fiiz, p3) - Fiiz, p2) = \ip3, p2)[Giiz, p3) - diz, p2)],

Fiiz, p2) - Fiiz, pt) = Xipx, p2) [diz, p2) - diz, #,)],

Fiiz, px) - Fiiz, p3) = Hpx, p3) [Giiz, px) - diz, p3)].

Adding, we obtain (2.8) with ax=\(j>3, p2), a2=\ipx, p3), a3=\ipx, p2). Hence

by the preceding proof we know that \(pi, p3) =~K(pt, pi) ; so \(j>, r) has but one

value, which we denote by X(z, A).

Thus (2.7) holds if p, r are distinct unit vectors in A. Obviously it holds

if p = r; and the proof is complete.

Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2, the set A is an approach set for Hiz, r)

at the point z as defined in III, for equations (2.7) are exactly the equations

(1.5) used there to define an approach set. Therefore we have available a

geometric interpretation of approach sets. When Giz, r) is quasi-regular nor-

mal at z and A is an approach set at z, then there is a single hyperplane

u = lar" tangent to the hypersurface u = Fiz, r)—\iz, A)Giz, r) at all points

(«, r) with r in.A. Conversely, let X be a number, and let A be the set of

(nonzero) vectors r such that a given hyperplane u = lara is tangent to

u = Hiz, r; X) whenever r is in A. Then as in §7 of III, A is an approach set

for Hiz, r; X), and equations (2.7) hold. But equations (2.7) imply that the

rank of A(z, p, r) is less than two; so A is an approach set at z as defined

in (1.7).

This interpretation shows that any approach set A containing two or

more distinct unit vectors has a unique maximal extension, provided that

Giz, r) is quasi-regular normal at z. For then any two unit vectors of A deter-

mine X(z, .4), and hence determine Hiz, r). Let u = lara be the hyperplane

tangent to u = Hiz, r) whenever r is in A. Let A* be the set of all nonzero
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vectors r for which u = lar" is tangent to u = H(z, r). Then A* is an approach

set and contains A, and is the largest approach set which contains A.

In view of this lemma it might possibly be more desirable, when G is not

quasi-regular normal at z to define an approach set at z to be a set A such

that there exist numbers X0, X, not both zero, for which (if we write

H(z, r) =XoP(z, r) -\G(z, r))

Hi(z,p) = Hi(z,r), i = 0, 1, ••-,?,

for all p, r in A. The interest in this remark is rather slight, since the methods

of proof which are the central feature of this paper seem not to apply unless

G(z, r) is quasi-regular normal.

3. Existence of minimizing polygons. We now add some further hypothe-

ses concerning the integrands. These added requirements are much more

stringent for problems in non-parametric form than for those in parametric

form.

[(3.1) For every bounded set So there exist positive numbers 8 and a and a

number b ̂  0 such that

| Fri(z, «0 | á a 11' | + bF(zo, z')

wherever z0 is in So and \ z — z0\ <8, and z0' >0; and G also satisfies this condi-

tion.

(3.2) On every bounded set S0 the relations

lim   f(x, y, y')/ \ y' | = °o , lim    g(x, y, y')/f(x, y, y') = 0
iy|—> |yi->»

hold uniformly in (x, y).

(3.3) The points Zi = (x0, yo) and z2 = (X, Y) and the integrals J, Q have the

property that there are constants ao^O and ai such that for every number 77 there

is a bounded set Sh containing all the a.c. curves C:y = y(x) joining zx and z2 and

having a0J(C) +aiÇ(C) <H. ]

For problems in parametric form the role of these hypotheses is filled by

the following assumption:

(3.4) The points zu z2 and the integrals J, Ç have the property that if K is a

class of rectifiable curves joining Zi and z2 for which J(C) is bounded above and

Ç(C) is bounded, then the curves of K have uniformly bounded lengths.

Then we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.f Let v be an integer and I a number. If the subclass of K [Ç=l],

consisting of polygons of not more than v vertices, is not empty, it contains a

polygon which minimizes J(C) on that class of polygons.

f For problems in parametric form this is a trivial extension of Lemma 1 of III.
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[Let y — y*(x), (x0^x^X), be a sequence of polygons of not more than v

vertices such that Ç'[yn] = /and7[y„] tends to its lower bound p. By Lemma 1

of II, all the curves y = yn(x) axe in a circle Q. By Lemma 4 of II, the functions

yn(x) are equi-absolutely continuous; so by Ascoli's theorem there is a sub-

sequence (which we may suppose to be the original sequence) converging

uniformly to a limit function y = yo(x). We see readily that this limit curve is

also a polygon of not more than v vertices, and that y„' (x)—*y¿ (x) except at

the vertices of y = yo(x). So by Lemma 5 of II we have Ç[yo]=l and

j[yo]^lina J\yn]=p. But by the definition of p we cannot have 7[yo]<Mî

so y\yo] =p, and y = yo(x) is the polygon sought.]

4. Choice of a particular minimizing sequence. Continuing with the hy-

potheses of the preceding section, we assume that / is a number such that

K[Ç=l] is not empty, and we denote by p the greatest lower bound of

7(C) on the class K[Ç=l]. There is [by Lemma 2 of II] a sequence of poly-

gons n„ [of the form y = yn(x)] joining (x0, yo) to (X, Y) and such that

lim J (Jin) = p, lim (/(un) = /. Let vn be the number of vertices of IIn. By

Lemma 3 of the preceding section, there is, for each », a polygon II„ [of the

form y—yn{x) ] in K such that

(4.1) ÇiUn)=    Çinn)-^l,

while n„ minimizes 7(C) on the class of polygons in K having not more than

Vn vertices and satisfying the equation Ç(C) = Ç(J\.n). Hence

(4.2) 7(n„)^7(n„).

From this sequence we now select a subsequence II„,. such that

(4.3) lim 7(nB>.) = lim inf J(Un) ^ lim 7(n„) = p.

We may assume that this subsequence is the whole sequence, so that

(4.4) lim J(Un) exists,    lim 7(11») á M<

By Lemma* 1 of II the polygons IIn are all in a circle Q. [So by Lemma 4

of II the functions yn(x) axe equi-absolutely continuous, and we can select a

subsequence (which we suppose to be the whole sequence) converging uni-

formly to a limit function y0(x) :

(4.5) lim yn(x) = yo(x)    uniformly for    #o á x ^ X.
n—a

This selection of a subsequence leaves (4.4) still valid.

* Although this lemma was stated for non-parametric problems, its extension to problems in

parametric form is trivial.
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Hypothesis (3.2) implies that f(x, y, y') is bounded below for (x, y) in Q,

say f(x, y, y')^. k. Since addition of a constant to / merely changes J[y] by

the same number for all curves y=y(x) of K and leaves all minima unaffected,

we may assume without loss of generality that for all (x, y) in Q and all y'

(4.6) /(*, y, /) = 0.

Now we return to the parametric notation.] We have a sequence of poly-

gons {lTn} [converging to a limit curve Co] in K, and

(4.7) lim Ç(nn) = 1,        fi = lim7(nn) ^ M.

Also, the lengths of the II„ are bounded (by (3.4) if the problem is in paramet-

ric form, by Lemma 4 of II otherwise), and are not less than |zi—Zs\ :

(4.8) \ zi - zs\ ^ jÇfnn) ^ L.

On each IIn we now introduce the parameter i = s/-C(nn), (0^i^^(II„)).

Thus n„ has the representation

n„r   z = zn(t), Oút^l,
with

(4.9) 0 < | 8i - 0.| á | ¿nit) | á £(n») = L

except at vertices of IIB.

Since the functions z„ all satisfy the same Lipschitz condition, there is a

subsequence (we suppose it the whole sequence) which converges uniformly

to a limit function z0(t) on [0, l]:

(4.10) lim z„(t) = Zo(t)    uniformly on    [O, l].

The curve z = z0(t) is therefore a limit curve* of the IIn. [But these have the

unique limit C0; so z = za(t), (O^t^l), is a representation of Co.]

Now we define

(4.11) Pn(t)   =    f    F(zn(t), Zn(t))dt, « =  0,  1, ■ • ■   .
J 0

[By (4.6^, these functions are monotonie increasing; and they are bounded,

for

0   =   0,(0)   g  Pn(t)   ̂   «„(1)   =    f    F(Zn, Z/Ddt^fi   S  P,
J 0

* If the reader is omitting bracketed statements, we here define Co to be the curve z=z0(0>

(0S/S1).
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by (4.7).] So [by Helly's theorem] we can select a subsequence of {tpn} (we

suppose it the whole sequence) which converges* for all t in [0, 1 ] to a limit

function 4>(t):

(4.12) lim tpnit) = tpit), Og/gl.

For this subsequence, (4.7) and (4.10) remain valid. By Lemma 3 of II, the

functions

(4.13) 7nW   -    f    GiZnit), Znit))dt, 0 ¿  t á   1,    »   =   0,  1,  •   ■   ■   ,
J 0

are equi-absolutely continuous. Hence we can select a subsequence (we sup-

pose it to be the whole sequence) which converges uniformly on [0, 1 ] to a

limit function fit):

(4.14) lim y „it) = y it)    uniformly on    [O, lj.
»—*«

For this subsequence (4.7), (4.10), and (4.12) remain valid.

Our task is now to prove

(4.15) 7(l) = 7o(l),        *(l)è*o(l).

For these are the same as

(4.16) lim ÇiUn) = ÇiCo),        lim7(nn) ̂ 7(C„).

If we can establish them, then the first equation shows that C0 is in K [Ç=l],

by (4.1). Hence 7(C0)^M- But the second part of (4.16), with (4.7), gives

7(Go) ^p; hence 7(Co) =M> and y = yo(x) is the curve sought.

It is worth noticing that all the properties of the sequence which have

been established here are also possessed by every subsequence of this

sequence.

5. Convergence of directions at one point. We observe that, tp(t), tpoit),

[being monotonie increasing, and] yit), yoit), being a.c, there is a set £ of

measure 1 contained in the open interval 0</<l and having the following

property :

(5.1) The derivatives <p'it), tj>ó it), y'il), and y¿ it) exist and are finite for all

i inE.

We now wish to prove the following lemma :

* For problems in parametric form we note that the integrands in (4.11) are uniformly bounded.

So the <¡>n(t) all satisfy the same Lipschitz condition, and a subsequence can be selected which con-

verges uniformly to a limit <¿>o(0- A like remark applies to (4.14).
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Lemma 4. If h belongs to E, there is a subsequence {IL»}, (»» = «i, «2, • • ■ ),

of {Tin} and a sequence {tm} of points of [0, 1] such that lim,»,*, tm = h, and

Zm (tm) converges* to a limit p [and p° >0].

[Let e, be a sequence of positive numbers less than 1 —1\. The numbers

[p(ti+ei)— p(ti)]/ti tend to <p'(h), which is finite. Hence there is an h such

that

I P(h + €i) - p(h) I A» < Â.

Therefore, by (4.14), the inequality

(5.2) I Pn(h + «<) - Pn(h) I /«i < k + 1

holds for all » greater than a certain n(i). We choose a sequence {»¿} such

that «i<»i2< • • • and n,>n(i). Since <pn is a.c. and (by 4.6) monotonie

increasing, from (5.2) we see that there is a set of positive measure in

[íi, <i+«i] on which Ip'n¡(t)I <A+1. In this set we choose a fn< which does

not define a vertex of IL,,; and we use the letter »» to replace »,¿ Then zm' (tm)

is defined, and

F(Zm(tm), Zm' (tm))   = P¿ (tm)   <  * + 1.

Therefore by (4.9)

(5.3) F(Zm(tm), ZJ (tm)/ \ zj (tn) | )   <   (Â +  1)/ | 8»' (tm) \   =   (h +  1)/ \ Zi - Z2 |.

Hypothesis (3.2), in its parametric form, states that there is a 5>0 such

that

(5.4) F(z, z')>        + 2inÖ,    \z'\ = 1, 2»'< 5.
I 2]  — 22I

Therefore from (5.3) we conclude

(5.5) Zm°'(tm)^8.

From the bounded sequence {zm' (tm)} we now choose a subsequence converg-

ing to a limit p; we may suppose this subsequence to be the whole sequence.

Then, by (5.5), p°~^8, and the lemma is established.]

6. The directions of the sides of the polygons. In our sketch of the proof,

in the introduction, the two essentials were first to show that the directions

of the sides of the II„ were, on short arcs, near approach sets, and second to

establish an order relation between the sides. The next lemma treats the first

of these two needs.

* For problems in parametric form this is an immediate consequence of the Bolzano-Weierstrass

theorem, since the lengths | z'Jtm) | are bounded.
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Lemma 5. Let {n„} be the sequence of polygons specified in §4, and let to

be a point of E. Then either

(i) there is a subsequence {nm} of {n„} <z«d a sequence of numbers tm-^>to

such that each tm is contained in an interval hm ̂  tm ̂ km on which zmit) is linear,

and km — hm does not lend to 0, or

(ii) there is an approach set A at zoito) and a subsequence {nm} such that if

tm-*to and zmitm) is not a vertex* of Hm, then all accumulation points of the

Zmitm) belong to A.

Suppose that (i) does not hold. Let {tn} be a sequence tending to to,

and let h„, kn define the initial and final points of the side of IIn to which tn

belongs. Then hn-+t0 and k„—*to- For otherwise either /„ — hn or kn — tn would

not tend to 0, and zn(t) would be linear on the intervals (h„, tn) and (tn, kn).

By Lemma 4, there is a subsequence [Hh] of {nn} and a sequence of

numbers tit such that /¿—»/o and z{ (th1) tends to a limit pi [with px° >0].

If for every sequence th—>lo the relation zh' (tn)^>pi holds, then case (ii) holds.

Otherwise, for some sequence th2 —»20 the vectors zh' (th2 ) have an accumulation

point p2^px. For a subsequence {C } we have zj itj)—+p2, while it is still

true that zj itj)-+px.

To be specific, we suppose tj <tj for all w. Let v0, vx, • ■ • , v,+x be values of

/ which define successive vertices of II„ and satisfy v0<tj <vx< ■ ■ ■ <v„<tj

<v.+x. By the first paragraph, v0 and v,+i tend to t0 as w—»w. If we displace the

vertices zwivx), ■ ■ ■ , z„(»,) all by the same amount (0, 0, ■ • • , 0, t, 0, ■ • • , 0),

where r is in the (j+l)st place, we obtain a polygon TIJ (r). [For small r this

can be represented in the form zi = zi(z°), (¿ = 1, • • • , »).] From formula

(2.8) of I we have

d        ,
- 7(n»(r))
dr

(6.1)

= FM), zj (t)) - Fi(zw(l), zj (J))

/'*» t - v0-Fziizw,zJ)dt
v0   Vi — vo

(•*■+'/- V,+i
+ I        -F,i(z„,zJ)dt

J».       v, — V,+i

/> ».
Fziizw,z¿)dt,

V,

where vB<t<Vi and v.<t<v,+i.

Let us denote the sum of the last three terms in (5.6) by 6¡. [By (3.1) and

(4.9) the inequality

* This requirement is not essential.
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/■ ".+i
{a\za\ + bF(za,z„)}dt

»,

^ a7 | v.+i — vo | + b{pw(v.+i) — pw(vo)\
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holds.*] Also, on the intervals (v0> vi) and (v., v,+i) the derivative zj (t) is

constant. Hence (5.1) can be written

(6.3)    D, = -7(nL(T))
dt

- F,(zw0), zj (/.*)) - F,(2u,(i), zj (tj)) + 6,.
r-0

A similar result holds for Ç(C) :

(6.4)      /?, =- - Ç(ni(r)) = Gi(zw(t), zj (tj)) - Gi(zw(t), zj (tj)) + S,-,

vo < t < vi, v, < t < v,+i,

where for non-parametric problems

(6.5) | ô,| g â"7(n,+i — vo) + o{y.w(v,+i) — 7u.(»o)},

while for parametric problems

(6.5') \ë,\^M(v.+i-Vo).

Now we show that the matrix

(6.6)
/Do    7>i • • • 7>A

\7>o    5i • • • Dq)

is of rank less than 2. Otherwise, suppose, say, that the determinant

7>,   Dk
(6.7) J   _

Dj   Dk

is not 0. We form the polygon II„(t, <t) by displacing each of the vertices

Zw(vi), ■ ■ ■ , zw(v.) by the amount (0, 0, • • ■ , t, 0, • • • , 0, <r, • • • , 0), where r

is in the (; + l)st place and a in the (¿ + l)st. Then the jacobian of the func-

tions 7(II„(t, a)), C(UwÍt, o-)) at T = o-=0 is exactly the determinant (6.7).

The equations

7(IUt, c))+u- J(Uw) = 0,

Ç(IIw(t, a)) - Ç(ïlw) = 0
(6.8)

have the initial solutions r = a = u = 0. By the implicit functions theorem, we

can solve for t, a as functions of u, defined for all u near 0. However, if u>0

* For parametric problems this is replaced by the inequality (6.2') | $,-\ ̂ M{v^.i—Vo), where M

is an upper bound for |F,i'(z, z')| for z near Co and |z'| SL.
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these functions would define values of r, a for which (6.8) held; that is,

<?(n„(T,a)) =  Ç(II.),

7(n.(T,,))<7(n.).

This is incompatible with the minimizing property of the polygons H„. Hence

the matrix (6.6) is of rank less than two.

We now write (6.6) in the form

Wz^L), *.'(/.»)) - Gjiz.iL), z¿it¿)) + §J'

For parametric problems inequalities (6.2') and (6.5') make it evident that

Bj and 9,- approach 0 with ve+x—v0. But v,+x and v0 approach t0 as w—>°o ; so

0,- and 0,- approach 0 as w—>-oo. [For problems in non-parametric form we use

(6.2) and (6.5). Since tp'ilo) exists, and <f>ii) is monotonie increasing, for every

positive « there is a 5 >0 such that

(6.11) *(*,) - e < 4>ik - 5) é <t>ih) Ú <Kh + 8) < 4>(tt) + «;

and if w is large enough,

| +w(h -8) - tpih - 8) | < €, | tbwito + 8) - tpito + 8) | < e.

Hence if

(6.12) to- 8 <t <t0 + 6,

then

(6.13) tj>it0) - 2e< tp.ih - 8) g tp.it) ^ tp.ito + 8) < tpit0) + 2e.

For all large w the points v0 and v.+i both satisfy (6.12), since they both ap-

proach to as w—»oo ; so by (6.13) we have

(6.14) | <l>u(v.+i) - tt>.ivo) | < 4«.

Thus tpw(v,+x)— <pw(vo) approaches 0 as w—><x>. The other term aL(v,+i—v0)

also tends to 0, as previously observed; so 6,- tends to zero with 1/w. The proof

that 0,—>0 is easier. The functions yw(t) axe equi-absolutely continuous; so

when w—>°° (and consequently ve+x — ü0—>0) the term yw(v,+x)— y.(v0) tends

to 0. The other term in (5.10) also tends to 0; hence 0, approaches 0 as w—><x>. ]

Since z.(t) tends uniformly to Zoit), and the numbers ~tw, tw, t., and ~tw all

tend to ¿o, we have

(6.15) lim z.itw) = lim z.(t.) = lim zw(t.) = lim zw(i.) = z0(to).

Finally, we already know that lim zj(tj)=px  [where px° >0], and  that
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lim zj (tw2) =p2. Therefore [from (2.4) it follows that p2° >0, and by Lemma l]

(for parametric problems by Lemma 1 ') the vectors pi and p2 belong to an

approach set at z0(to), and the matrix

(Ffaih), Ph)   F,(zo(to), pk)\

\Gi(zo(k), ph)   G,(zo(to),pk))

has rank less than two, where h = 1 and k = 2.

Now we can define the approach set A to be the maximal approach set at z

containing pi and p2 (see remark at end of §2).

Suppose now that there is a third sequence tj —>to such that zJ (i„3 ) has

an accumulation point p3 different from pi and p2. We select a subsequence

{I} of the integers {w} such that z[ (t?)^>p3. By the preceding argument, the

matrix (6.16) has rank less than two if « = 1 and k = 3 or if h = 2 and k = 3.

So p3 belongs to an approach set at z containing pi and p2, and therefore be-

longs to the maximal set A. The lemma is thus established.

7. A lemma on the order of sides. The next lemma is the one by which

the Q-function is made useful to us.

Lemma 6. Let p*, r* be distinct unit vectors [with p*° >0 and r*° >0] be-

longing to an approach set A at z*. Let the inequality

Qh(z*, p*, r*) < 0

hold, where H(z, z') =77(z, z'; X(z*, A)) =F(z, z') -X(z*, A)G(z, z'). Let G(z, r)

be quasi-regular normal (either positive or negative) at z*. Then there is a 8>0

such that if ABC is a polygon of two sides lying entirely in the 8-neighborhood

of z*, the side A B having direction r such that \ r — r* | < 8 and the side BC having

direction p such that \ p—p*\ <8, then ABC does not minimize J(C) in the class

of all two-sided polygons ADC joining A and C and having Ç(ADC) = Ç(ABC).

To be specific we assume that G(z, r) is positive quasi-regular normal at z*.

This involves no loss of generality. For if G(z, r) is negative quasi-regular

normal at z* we have only to replace it by —G(z, r). This causes X(z*, A) to

be replaced by — X(z*, A), and H(z, r) is unchanged.

In order to avoid repetition we assume that every positive constant in-

troduced in this proof is less than one, and we let M he an upper bound for

the sums

2JZ{\H!i(z,r)\+\G^(z,r)\ }

for all (z, r) such that \z-z*\ g5 and \r\ =1 [and r0^ min (p*°, r*°)]. We

shall connote that a vector is a unit vector by giving it a subscript u.
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By hypothesis, Quiz*, p*, r*)<—3m<0. Thus by continuity there are

positive numbers f, 5 (we take f, 8, m all less than 1) such that

(7.1) Quiz, pu, ru) < -2m,   [pu° > § min ip*\ r*°),  ru° > \ min (/>*<>, r*0)]

if |z-z*| <5r, \pu-p*\ <3ô, and \ru-r*\ <38.

Again by hypothesis, the numbers £<j(z*, p*, r*) and £o(z*, r*, p*) axe

positive. Let 3e, (0<c<l), be smaller than the smaller of them. Then if f

and 8 are small enough,

(7.2) Giz, ru) - ru"Ga(z, pu) > 2e,    Giz, pu) - pu"Gaiz, ru) > 2e

if z and z are in the 5f-neighborhood of z* and \pu—p*\ <38, |r„—r*\ <3ô.

By definition of M,

(7.3) | Üaiz, pu, ru) \ < M if | z - z* | < 5f, \ pu-p*\ < 38, \r%-r*\ < 38.

By Lemma 2, Hiiz*, p*)=Hfiz*, r*), ii = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , q). If we multiply by

p*i or by r*{ and sum, we find

(7.4) e*(z*, p*, r*) = EHiz*, r*, p*) = 0.

Then if f and 8 are small enough, we find, as in establishing (7.2), that

I P(z, ru) - ruaHaiz, pu) \ < em/M,

(7.5) .
I H(z, Pu) - puaHaiz, r„) | < em/M

if |z-z*| <5f, \z-z*\ <5f, |/>u-/»*| <35, and \ru-r*\ <38.

Let ^4PC be a two-sided polygon lying in the ¿"-neighborhood of z*. We

denote A, B, C by zi, Z2, Zs, respectively, and for their directions and lengths

we use the symbols

Pi = (z* - *i)/ | z» - zi | »        />» = (zs - Zï)/ | z3 - Zi |,

('•6) 7 I I / I Ilx = | z2 — zi l, Í2 = l z3 — Z21 ;

and we assume

(7.7) \pi-r*\<8, \pi-p*\<8.

We now distinguish the two cases lx ̂  l2, lx <k- In the former case we write

(7.8) zT = zx+ il + r)iz3 - Zi);

in the latter case,

(7.9) Zr = Z3+ (1+t)(Zi-z2).

The two cases differ only trivially; so we suppose, to be specific, thatlx^l2;

the alterations needed to cover the other case are obvious. If |r| <1, then

\zT—zx\ <2|z3—Z2I =2¿2<4f; so zr is in the 5f-neighborhood of z*. Therefore
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for \t\ <1 the quadrilateral z&sz&r lies entirely in the sphere \z—z*| <5f.

By an elementary trigonometric computation we find that if ' | t | < 8h/ls

(and therefore if \t\ <8, since hlàh), then the unit vector

(7.10) p(t) = (z3- Zr)/\z3-zT\

satisfies the inequality | p(r) —pi\ <28. Hence, by (7.7),

(7.11) \p(r) - r*\ < 38    if    |t| <«.

Also, if | t| <1, then (by (7.8))

(7.12) | zT — z31 = | zi — zs + t(z3 — Z2) | ^ | Zi — 2S | + | 23 — Z2 | Ú 111.

We henceforth assume

(7.13) |t| < 5.

The point zT will also be denoted by DT. The figure ABCD0 is a parallelo-

gram, by (7.8). Hence by formula (3.19) of I

(7.14) 3C(ADoC) - SC(ABC) = - IiWh(z, Pi, ps),

(7.15) Ç(ADoC) - Ç(ABC) = - hhQaG, pi, ps),

where z and z are in the parallelogram ABCD0. If we recall that üH(z, p, r) =

— Q,h(z, r, p), these inequalities, with (7.7), (7.1), and (7.3), yield

(7.16) 3C(ADoC) - 5Z(ABC) < - 2hhm,

(7.17) | Ç(ADoC) - Ç(ABC) \ < hhM.

Now we compute the derivative of Ç(ADTC) with respect to t. The side

AD is defined by the equation z = zi+<(z3—z2), (0^/^1+r). So

d d   rx+r
,» «on T ÇiAL>r) = — I       G(zi + t(z3 - zs), z3 - zs)dt
(7.18) dr drJo

= G(zr, zs — Zs) = /2G(zr, ps).

The derivative of G(DTC) we compute by formula (2.8) of I, taking ■wi=z3—z2,

7T2 = 0. The side DrC is defined by the equation z = (l— t)zT+tz3, (Ogi^l); so

d
— Ç(DrC) = - Ga(z, 23 - 22) [23a - z? ]
dr

(7.19)

= - l2Ga(z, ps)psa

+   f   G2«((l  - t)Zr + tZ3, 23 - 2T)[z3a   - 22°](1  - t)dl
J 0

+  Í   G.a((l - t)zT + tz3, Pir))ps'ls I zs - Zr I (1 - t)dt,
J 0
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where z is on the line segment DTC. By the definition of M, together with

(7.11) and (7.12), the integrand in (7.19) does not exceed 2Mlxhil —t) in ab-

solute value. Hence the absolute value of the integral is at most Mlxl2, and

if we add (7.18) and (7.19) we find

(7.20) — ÇiAD£) = h\GaizT, p2) - pfGaiz, pir))] + BMlxl2, \' o\ Ú 1.
dr

The points zT and z are in the 5f-neighborhood of z*, and (7.11) and (7.7) hold;

so by (7.2),

(7.21) — GiADrC) > 2he + 6Mlxh, \d\ ^ 1,
dr

if |t| ^5.
The conditions thus far imposed on f and 5 merely require that they be

sufficiently small. We now require

(7.22) f.< em8/2M2.

Then

(7.23) h < 2Ç < e8m/M2 < e/M,

and (7.21) yields

à   „
(7.24) — ÇiADrQ >he    if      t   < «.

dr

A formula similar to (7.20) holds for 3C also. Here, however, we can use

(7.5) and (7.23) to obtain

(7.25)

d
— XiADTC)
dr

< h[em/M] + OMhh, M á 1*

< 2lem/M.

As t traverses the interval [ — 5, 8] inequality (7.24) remains valid; so by the

theorem of mean value

Ç(AD,C) - Ç(ADoC) > She,
(i - 26) _ _

Ç(ADoC) - ÇiAD-tC) > 8l2e.

By (7.17) and (7.23)

(7.27) | ÇiADoC) - ÇiABC) \ < eôl2;

so by (7.26) the number ÇiABC) lies between Ç(AD-iC) and Ç(ADSC). But
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G(ADTC) is a continuous function of r; so there is a value of r, we call it a,

such that

(7.28) Q(ADJC) = Ç(ABC).

Using another form of the theorem of mean value, we obtain

d
— 3C(ADrC)

K(AD„C) - K(ADoC)        dr

(7'29> ÇiADrC)- Ç(ADoC)~    d   „,. '
— (j(ADTC)

dr

the right-hand member being calculated for some r between 0 and a. By

(7.21) and (7.22) the right-hand member of (7.29) has an absolute value less

than 2m/M; so, using (7.29), (7.28), (7.17), and (7.16), we obtain

K(ADjC) - 3C(ADoC) < (2m/M) \ Ç(ADjC) - Ç(ADoC) \

(7.30) = (2m/M) | Ç(ABC) - Ç(ADoC) |

< 2mlils <  3C(ABC) - X.(ADdC).

That is,

(7.31) y¿(AD„C) < 5C(ABC).

It follows from (7.28) and (7.31) that

J(ADJC) = X.(ADjC) + X(z*, ̂1) Ç(ADJC)

(7.32) < K(ABC) + \(z*, A) Ç(ABC)

= J(ABC).

We have thus shown that if ABC is in the f-neighborhood of z* and in-

equalities (7.7) hold, then ABC fails to minimize Ç(ADC) in the class of

two-sided polygons ADC such that Ç(ADC) = Ç(ABC). For (7.28) and
(7.32) show that AD,C is in the given class and gives a smaller value to J(C).

If we let 5i be the smaller of f and 5, it then serves as the 5 of the conclusion

of the lemma. The proof is therefore complete.

8. The existence theorem. We now make another assumption concerning

JanàÇ:

(8.1) For each z0, every approach set A at z0 consists of the positive multiples

of a finite number of unit vectors pi, ■ • ■ , pk; and these can be so ordered that\

£2ä(zo, pi, Pi) <0 ifi<j.

We wish to prove the following lemma :

f As usual, ff(z, r) = F(z, r)—\(z¡¡, A)G(z, r).
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Lemma 7. If t0 is in E, then

(8.2) 4>¿ ito) = tp'ito)

and

(8.3) y ¿ito) =y'ito),

where tp, tp0, y, yo are the functions defined in §4.

At to, either case (i) or case (ii) of Lemma 5 holds. Suppose case (i). Then

there is a sequence {Tlm} and a sequence im—>Zo, each /„ being contained in an

interval hm<tm<km on which zm(t) is linear, and km—hm does not tend to zero.

We now select a subsequence {11;} for which ki — hi tends to a limit greater

than zero, and further select a subsequence {TLP} of {ll¡} such that hp and k

tend to limits h, k, respectively. Then k >h. Also, since hp<tp<kp and tp—*to,

it is clear that h^t0^k. Suppose, to be specific, that h^t0<k.

We now choose numbers l, m such that h<l<m<k. On the interval [/, m]

all functions zp(t) except a finite number are linear. Since zp(i) tends to z0(¿)

and is linear on [/, m], it is also true that zp' it) tends to z¿ it), and in fact

uniformly, on [I, m]. So

Fizp,z¿)dt

P

-/,

P(zo, zó )dt = tpoim) — tpoil) ■
i

Since tp and tp0 axe continuous at to, we let I—H0 and obtain

tpim) — tpito) = tpoim) — tpoih) ■

Dividing by m—10 and letting m-+t0 gives

tp ito) = tpo ih),

establishing (8.2). In a like manner we establish (8.3).

Now suppose that case (ii) of Lemma 5 holds. Let A be an approach set

at Zoito) consisting of the positive multiples of the unit vectors pi, • • • ,ph

numbered as in (8.1), and let {IL,} be a subsequence of {ll„} such that for

every sequence ím—>¿e all accumulation points of the sequence zm' (¿m) are in A.

Then if « is a positive number, there is a 50 > 0 and an ma such that zm' it)

is in the «-neighborhood of A if |/—to\ <80 and w>w0. Otherwise for some

€>0 we could select a subsequence {ilj,} and a sequence tp-^to for which

zp itp) has distance greater than or equal to e from A, so that no accumulation

point of this sequence would be in A.

By Lemma 6, for each pair of numbers * and/>i there is a positive num-
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ber Sa with the properties specified in Lemma 6. Let 8 he the least of these.

We suppose that the e of the preceding paragraph is so small that

(8.4) |   *.' (0/1 *»'(*) | -Pi    \<8

for some i if zj (/) is in the e-neighborhood of A ; this is possible because of

(4.9). Moreover, we suppose »»0 so large and 50 so small that

(8.5) | Zm(t) - Zo(to) \ < 8   if   m> m0,   \t- t0\ <80.

Now denote by tmx the least t in the interval (to —bo, to+8o) which defines

a vertex of IIm, and denote by Tm the greatest such t. Each side of IIm between

Zm(tm ) and Zm(Tm) has a direction zm' (i)/\ zj (t) | which differs from one of the

pi by less than €. By Lemma 6 and the minimizing property of each IIn, no

side with direction near />, is immediately followed by one with direction near

Pi, (i <j). Hence the arc of II™ between zm(tmx ) and zm(Tm) consists of a subarc

(possibly empty) along whichzm'l\zm' | differs by less than e from pi, followed

by an arc along which z„ /1 zm' | differs by less than e from p2, followed

by • • • , followed by an arc along which zm'/|zm' | differs from pk by less

than e. The values of t which mark the ends of these arcs we denote by

tm2, tj, • ■ • , tm^1 = Tm. Thus if tj <t<tj+x and t does not define a vertex of

IIm, the inequality

(8.6) |   *„'(/)/1 *„'(<) | -Pi  | <6

holds. We now select a subsequence {Hn} such that th' converges to a limit t'

as »—►<», (j = l, • • • , £ + 1). Then tx<t0<tk+x, for otherwise we would be

back in case (i) of Lemma 5.

If the interval (t't t'+x), (j = l, ■ ■ • , k), is not empty, we choose an interval

(/, »») such that t'<l<m <t'+x. Then for all large h the inequality

(8.7) |  Z¿it)/\z¿it)\ -Pi   | <e

holds if l^t^m and zh(t) is not a vertex. From (8.7) and (4.9),

(8.8) | z{ (t) - £(Ilh)Pi | = £(n,0 ■ | zh' it)/ I zl (t)\-Pi  I < ai.

If t and t+r are both in (/, m), this yields

\zh(t + T)-Zh(t)-Jl(nh)TPi\

(8.9) /■ t+r
{ih(t) - j(l(llh)Pi]dt

t
S «7

We may without loss of generality suppose that the sequence fnA} was so

chosen that the lengths .£(nÄ) approach a limit L0. Then, letting A—>°°, we

have
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(8.10) ¡ zoit + t) - zoit) - Lorpi \ £ «L| t |.

Now dividing by t and letting t—>0, we obtain

(8.11) \z¿it)-Ltípj\útL,

provided only that z0' it) exists. For all large h we have \jQ(JIn) — L0\ < t, and

(8.8) holds; so if l^t^m and z0' it) exists, then

I z*' (i) - z„' CO | as | z*' à) - £(11*)^ | +1 ̂ (n*)/»,- - ¿„¿,-1

+ I LoPi - z¿ it) | < <2P + 1).

Since P and G are continuous at the point (z0(io), Lp,), for every p>0

we can find a neighborhood U of this point set such that

(8.13) |P(z, z') -P(zi, zi*)| <p

and

(8.14) \Giz,z')-Gizx,zl)\<p

if (z, z') and (zi, zi* ) are both in U. We now suppose that 8 and e are so small

and ho so large that we have

(8.15) (z*(/), z{ it)) and (z0(0, z0' «) in tf

iîl^t^m and A>A0 and the derivatives exist (see (8.8) and (8.12)). Then by

(8.13), for all h>ho we have

I/» m
I     [F(z„, ¿a) -F(zo, ¿o)]d¿

J i

g p(»t — I).

Letting A—>oo, we get

(8.17) | [4>im) - 0(/)] - [Mm) - 0„(O] \^ pirn-I).

Now 0 is continuous on [to —8, to+8], for [zi?' is bounded away from 0 by

(8.6) (if e is smaller than p?¡L), so that] F(zh, zn) is uniformly bounded.

Also, tpo is a.c. by its definition. So we can let m—4i+1 and l—*tf, obtaining

(8.18) | [tpit»1) - <piv)) - {Mt'+1) - Mt>)} I á p(ti+1 - t>).

Although (8.18) was obtained under the assumption ti+1>t>, it clearly holds

if t'+1 = t'.

Now we add the relations (8.18) for/ = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ ,k. We find

(8.19) | {4>(t"+1) - tbit1)} - [tboitk+1) - Mt1)} | ^ P(tk+l - t1).

We can divide by tk+1 — t1, since we have seen that tl<to<tk+l. But the num-
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ber ôo could be chosen as small as desired, and to — 8^tx<tk+x^to+80. So if

we let So tend to 0, the difference tk+x — tx must also approach 0, and (8.19)

yields

(8.20) \p'ito)-P¿ito)\úp.

But here p is an arbitrary positive number; so (8.20) implies

(8.21) P'(t0) =PÓ(to).

Likewise we can establish (8.3).

This completes the proof of the theorem. For y(t) and yo(t) are a.c, and

their derivatives are equal for almost all i,andy(0) =yo(0) =0; so y(l) =y0(l).

Also, <p(t) is monotonie increasing andpQ(t) is a.c, andp'Çt) =po (t) for almost

all /; hence

P(l) ^  |    <p\t)dt =  |    Po(t)dt = p0(l).

Thus we have established (4.15), and, as we saw in §4, this implies that Co

is the minimizing curve sought.

Collecting the hypotheses introduced at various stages of the proof, we

obtain the following theorem :

Theorem. Let the functions f(x, y, y) and g(x, y, y) be defined and continuous

with all their first-order partial derivatives for all (x, y, y). Let F(z, z') and

G(z, z') be the parametric integrands associated withf, g, respectively. Assume

that hypotheses (2.4), (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (8.1) are satisfied. Let Ç(C) be

quasi-regular normal, and let (x0, y<¡) and (X, Y) be two points such that xa<X.

Then for every I the class of a.c. curves y = y(x), (x0^x^X), joining (x0) yo)

to (X, Y) and such that Ç(y) = / either is empty or contains a minimizing curve

for 7(C).

9. Example. An example satisfying our conditions is

/(*, y, y') = *(y)(y'2 + i),      g(x, y, /) = (l + y'2)112,

where p(y) >0 and p'(y) >0. Transforming to parametric form, we have

Fix, y, x', y') = p(y) (^ + A        G(x, y, x', y') = (*" + y'2)112.

To determine the approach sets at a fixed point (x, y), we recall that, by

Lemma 2, if (1, q) and (1, q) form an approach set, then for some number X

these same sets form an approach set for/—Xg. Hence if we consider the graph

of u=f(x, y, r)—\g(x, y, r) as a'function of r, the tangent at r = q and the
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tangent at r = q coincide. (Cf. the geometric interpretation of Lemma 2.)

Therefore the graph has at least two flex points between q and q. But

/,','(*, 7, r) - Xfov(*, y, r) = 2*(y) - X(l + r2)~"2.

This can have at most two zeros, of opposite sign. So q and q axe of opposite

sign, and no approach set can contain more than two members of the form

(1, qx) and (1, #2). We easily see that (1, q) and (1, —q) form an approach set.

Hence given any (x, y, q), we see that the entire approach set at (x, y) con-

taining (1, q) consists of the positive multiples of (1, q) and (1, —q).

We readily calculate that, independently of X,

Unix, y; 1, q; 1, - q) = 2qtp'iy)iq2 + 1),

which is positive if q>0. So (8.1) is satisfied. It remains only for us to verify

(2.4). In (2.4) we may assume, if we wish, that \pn\ = \rn\ =1, since Fiiz, r)

and diz, r) axe positively homogeneous of degree 0 in r. Then their limits p, r

axe also unit vectors. With the assumption, the matrix in (2.4) is, for our ex-

ample,
/An     Au\

\Au    A22/'

where

An = **.■){ l - WA.')') - *(yi.0{i - <*í/#.•)•! +01.»,

¿it- 2tpiy2,„)rn1 An0 - 2tj>iy2,n)pn1/pn° + B,.n,

A2X   =   r„°   -  pn°   +  01.»,       ¿22   =   f»1   -  p}   +  02,„.

We must show lim rn° =r°>0. Suppose the contrary. Then lim | r„x | = 1, while

lim pn1 =p19il and lim 02,„ = 0. Therefore lim A22?±f). The last two terms in

Axx and the last two in Ax2 have finite limits. If our matrix has rank less than

two,then

¿11^22 — AX2A2X = 0, « = 1, 2, • • • .

But I r} /V„° I tends to 00, and in the determinant its square occurs with a

coefficient which approaches a limit (p(y)(r1—p1) which is not zero, while its

first power has a bounded coefficient. Thus as »—»00 the absolute value of the

determinant will also tend to °°, contradicting the assumption that it is zero

for all ». So (2.4) is established, and all the hypotheses of our theorem are

satisfied.
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